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Enhanced cross-field transport of test particles is observed in a quiescent, steady-state pure ion
plasma. The measured particle diffusion is about ten times faster than predicted by classical collisional
theory over a wide range of densities, temperatures, and magnetic fields, whereas the measured velocityspace isotropization agrees closely with collisional theory. This enhanced diffusion scales essentially
as B22 and is probably due to long-range “E 3 B drift” collisions, with interaction distances r in the
range rc , r , lD . [S0031-9007(97)02594-5]
PACS numbers: 52.25.Fi, 52.25.Wz

Collisional transport of particles and energy across
magnetic field lines is an active area of plasma theory
and experiments, with fundamental questions as to the
binary vs collective and short-range vs long-range nature
of interparticle collisions. Classical Boltzmann theory [1]
describes ion transport in terms of local collisions, with
impact parameters less than the cyclotron radius, i.e., r &
rc ; but it has long been recognized that electron particle
and heat transport may involve long-range collisions, with
rce , r & lD [2,3]. In Q machines, experiments with
optical tagging of ions [4] have demonstrated classical
collisional diffusion [5,6] and shear-induced convection
[7]. In fusion plasmas, tritium diffusion and convection
coefficients have been obtained from neutron emission,
but direct comparison to theory is still ambiguous [8].
Measurements of bulk transport in pure electron plasma
have shown enhanced viscosity thought to be due to longrange interactions [9]; and the present experiments are an
attempt to quantify these interactions.
Here, we measure cross-field test-particle transport
in an unneutralized ion plasma, where the cyclotron
radius is smaller than the Debye length, i.e., rc , lD .
The quiescent, near-thermal-equilibrium ion column is
contained steady state in a Penning-Malmberg trap [10],
with no net transport or particle loss. Ions are tagged by
spin orientation, and the slow cross-field diffusion of these
test particles is accurately measured using laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF).
This test particle diffusion has been measured over a
wide range of density, temperature, and magnetic field,
and is generally about ten times faster than predicted by
the classical theory of velocity-scattering collisions. Measurements of velocity-space isotropization on the same ion
plasmas agree closely with classical theory [11,12], indicating there is no uncertainty in this collision rate. The
enhanced test particle diffusion scales essentially as B22 ,
and is probably due to long-range “E 3 B drift” collisions with rc , r , lD [2,3]. These weak, long-range
binary interactions between ions are ultimately limited by
velocity-scattering collisions and by shear in the E 3 B
rotation of the column.

Figure 1 shows the cylindrical trap and confined pure
ion plasma, with parallel and perpendicular laser beams
and LIF detection [13]. The electrodes are of radius
Rw  2.86 cm, and are contained in a vacuum chamber
with P  3 3 1029 Torr (97% H2 ). Magnesium ions are
obtained from a brief discharge of the metal vapor vacuum
arc source [14]. The ions are trapped by positive voltages
applied to the end cylinders, whereas free electrons are
ejected axially. Basic radial confinement is provided by
a uniform axial magnetic field 0.8 , B , 4 T, which
by itself would result in plasma loss times from neutral
collisions and static field asymmetries [15] of tL &
2000 s. The loss time is made essentially “infinite” (.
2 weeks) by applying weak “rotating wall” potentials
(# 1Vpp ) to eight azimuthal wall sectors. This rotating
field, varying as eimu2ivt , with m  1, adds angular
momentum and energy to the plasma, balancing the
background drag and energy losses.
LIF measurements use a 280 nm laser beam (,1 mW,
bandwidth 1 MHz) produced by a frequency-doubled
tunable continuous (CW) ring dye laser using a nonlinear
crystal in an externally stabilized optical cavity [16].
At each radial position, the frequency of the laser is
swept 60 GHz through a 32 S1y2 ! 32 P3y2 “cyclone”
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the cylindrical ion trap, with
perpendicular and parallel laser beams and LIF detector. A
“rotating wall” drive applied to the segmented electrode gives
steady-state confinement.
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The Mj  6 2 spin orientation of the 32 S1y2 ground
state of Mg1 is used to “tag” the test particles [18]. These
parallelyantiparallel orientations have negligible energy
difference (4.6 3 1024 eV at 4 T), so the system eventually relaxes to equal populations. However, measurements establish that the spin orientation of an ion is
relatively robust, degrading with a time constant 104 s
. ts . 10 s for 0.05 # T # 5 eV. This is longer than
the time required for the tagged ions to diffuse radially.
Three steps are used to measure test particle transport.
(A) Reset. The plasma is completely (.98%) polarized
Mj 21y2
state by direct optical pumping with
into the S1y2
Mj 11y2

FIG. 2. (a) Measured Mg1 density nsrd and temperature
T srd, with inferred total charge density nq srd. (b) Measured
fluid rotation rate ftot srd and calculated diamagnetic rotation
rate fdia . (c) Measured test particle density nt sr, tdynsrd at
three times, showing radial diffusion towards nt yn  const.

transition of Mg1 in 1.7 s, to obtain the u-averaged ion
velocity distribution. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show density,
temperature, and rotation profiles for an ion plasma that
has been confined for 27 hours with B  4 T . LIF
measurements give Mg1 density nsrd, temperature Tsrd,
and total velocity azimuthal drift ytot srd ; 2pr ftot srd.
We estimate the total confined charge density as
nq srd  ansrd, with a obtained from a fit to ytot srd 
scyBd fEsrd 2 =snTdyneg with =Esrd  4pe nq srd.
For this plasma, about 65% of the charge is Mg1 , with
MgH1
n probably constituting most of the remainder.
For T . 0.01 eV no mass separation is observed, and
1
MgH1
[17].
n has the same spatial distribution as Mg
The ion plasma has axial length Lp ø 10 cm, and individual ions bounce axially at a rate fb ; ȳy2Lp ø 3 kHz
for average thermal energy T  0.1 eV.
The ion plasma tends to cool to about 0.05 eV due
to collisions with neutrals. We control the temperature
either by ion cyclotron resonance heating from an m 
1 voltage applied to wall sectors, or by compressional
heating from an m  0 voltage applied to an end cylinder.
Both techniques were used in the data presented here,
with no noticeable differences in the resulting test particle
transport.

Mj 21y2

a beam tuned to S1y2
! P3y2
transition. This
beam is perpendicular to the magnetic field and passes
through the center of the plasma.
(B) Tag. The spin of particles at a chosen radial
position rt is reversed by direct optical pumping with
Mj 21y2
Mj 11y2
! P3y2
. The
a parallel beam tuned to S1y2
tagging beam is left on for many rotations of the plasma
and also for many bounce periods to ensure that most ions
are pumped; typically 50 ms are required to locally tag
Mj 11y2
more than 80% of ions into the S1y2
state.
(C) Search. The density of tagged particles at a chosen
search position nt srs , td is measured nondestructively with
a perpendicular beam tuned to the peak of the “cyclone”
Mj 11y2
Mj 13y2
! P3y2
which decays only to
transition S1y2
Mj 11y2

S1y2
. This beam is weak and is on less than 10%
of the time, to minimize “sideband” excitation of other
transitions.
Each resetytagysearch cycle determines nt srs , td for
0.05 , t , 100 s, and repeating this cycle for 31 different rs gives the test particle evolution nt sr, td. Figure 2(c)
shows the normalized test particle profiles nt srdynsrd at
t  0.05, 6, and 15 s for a case where the ions were
tagged at rt  0.5 cm. Visually, the tagged particles appear to diffuse radially towards the equilibrium state of
nt yn  const.
The test particle flux Gt can be obtained from these data
as
1 Z r
≠
Gt sr, td  2
dx x nt sx, td
r 0
≠t
Z r
2nt sx, td 2 nsxd
dx x
1
.
(1)
ts sxd
0
The second term corrects for the slow spontaneous
spin flips at the separately measured rate ts21 . With
this correction, the total number of tagged particles is
conserved to within 10%. This flux is then compared to a
transport model including both local diffusion coefficient
Dsrd and convective velocity V srd:
Gt sr, td  2Dsrd nsrd

≠ nt sr, td
1 V srd nt sr, td .
≠r nsrd
(2)
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Figure 3 shows the measured normalized flux
Gt ynt versus the measured normalized gradient: sny
nt d s≠y≠rd snt ynd for one particular radius rs  0.318 cm.
The different points represent different times in the
evolution. The straight line fit to the data gives
Dsrs d  3.3 3 1023 cm 2 ysec and V srs d  21.4 3
1024 cmys. We expect and obtain V srd  0 to experimental accuracy, since these test particles are
transported exactly the same as all other ions, and the
total density nsrd is independent of time. Similarly, with
nt yn ; bgsrd, Eq. (2) shows that Gt ynt depends only
on the profile gsrd but not the absolute magnitude b;
therefore Eq. (2) is valid even for nt yn  Os1d. Figure 3 shows normalized flux proportional to normalized
gradient over a range of 20 (Fick’s law), indicating that
higher powers of the gradient are not important here.
Figure 4 shows the measured diffusion coefficients D
for densities 1 3 106 cm 23 , n , 4 3 107 cm 23 (from
different rs and from different plasmas), for 0.05 , T ,
3 eV (from auxiliary heating), and for magnetic fields
0.8 , B , 4 T. The diffusion coefficients are normalized by nq B22 lnslD yrc d for comparison to classical and
E 3 B drift collisional theories described below; this
normalization indicates that our data are consistent with
B22 scaling over a range of 5 in magnetic field as
discussed below. Over a wide range of temperatures,
the data are about ten times greater than expected from
classical collisions alone (Diiclass shown by solid lines).
This enhanced diffusion does not seem to be caused by
the rotating wall, which keeps the ion cloud in steady
state: The open symbols of Fig. 4 were obtained with
the rotating wall signal turned off during the test particle
evolution.
Classical transport theory describes steps in the position
of an ion guiding center due to collisional scattering
of the ion velocity vector, arising from binary ion-ion

FIG. 3. Measured normalized test particle flux Gt ynt versus
normalized test particle gradient, showing Fick’s law of
diffusion, for the evolution of Fig. 2(c).
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collisions with impact parameters b , r , rc . Here b ;
e2 yT  s1.44 nmdT 21 is the classical distance of closest
approach, and rc ; ȳyVc  s500 mmdT 1y2 B21 is the
cyclotron orbit radius. The predicted diffusion coefficient
is [1]
∂
µ p
5 16 p
5
Diiclass 
nb 2 y ln L rc2 ;
nii rc2 . (3)
4
15
4
Here nii ø s0.10 s21 dT 23y2 sny106 d is the ion-ion
momentum-transfer collision rate, with Coulomb logarithm ln L  lnsrc ybd for a magnetized plasma [12],
giving Diiclass ø s3.1 3 1024 cm2 ysdT 21y2 B22 sny106 d.
The range of fnq lnslD yrc dg21 B2 Diiclass is shown by the
solid curves in Fig. 4; the range arises from the lnslD yrc d
normalization which is not in classical theory. Of course,
classical ion velocity scatterings from ion-neutral collisions can also give ion diffusion, but this coefficient
DiN ø niN rc2 ø s2.4 3 1024 cm2 ysdsT 1y2 1 0.5dT B22
is negligible at low pressure and temperature (dotted line).
Also, DiN does not depend on the ion density and has
very different temperature scaling.
This enhanced test particle diffusion is observed even
though measurements of velocity-space isotropization in
these plasmas agree closely with classical theory. We
have induced anisotropies between Tk and T' , and measured the relaxation of Tk std and T' std to a common final
temperature T . Collisional theory predicts sdydtdsT' 2
T d  2n'0 sT' 2 Td, with relaxation rate n'0  1.5nii .
Figure 5 shows the measured velocity scattering rates
n'0 and the Fokker-Planck prediction [11], with no adjustable parameters. Thus, there are no anomalously large
velocity-scattering collisions causing the enhanced testparticle diffusion. Note, however, that these collisions
will keep the test particle distribution Maxwellian at temperature T during the transport.
Long-range “E 3 B drift” collisions [2,3] with impact
parameters in the range rc , r , lD are the likely
explanation for the enhanced test particle diffusion. Two

FIG. 4. Measured test particle diffusion coefficients D normalized to nq B22 lnslD yrc d versus temperature. Theory curves
show classical diffusion Diiclass and estimates of E 3 B drift
diffusion DiiE3B for the range of densities observed.
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suggests that bulk viscous transport is greatly enhanced by
these long-range interactions: Viscosity can be orders of
magnitude larger than expected from Boltzmann theory,
scaling as B22 [3] or B21 [19] rather than as B24 [20].
The interpretation of enhanced viscosity in pure electron
plasmas scaling as B21 [9] as due to long-range interactions is in support of the present data being due to long
range E 3 B drift collisions. Further, there may be significant cross-field heat transport from these long-range interactions, analogous to that from waves [21].
This work was supported by Office of Naval Research
Grant No. N00014-96-1-0239 and National Science Foundation Grant No. PHY94-21318. One of us (F. A.) thanks
Dr. J. C. Bergquist for advice on laser frequency doubling.
The technical support of R. Bongard is acknowledged.
FIG. 5. Measured velocity-space isotropization rate n'0 compared to the prediction of theory, with no adjustable parameters.

ions on field lines separated by Dr & lD with small
relative axial velocity will interact for a long time, and
will E 3 B drift due to their mutual interaction field,
even though there is no significant scattering of the
velocity vectors. A simple estimate of the drifts evaluated
on unperturbed orbits gives a diffusion coefficient
∂
µ ∂ µ
p
y
lD
E3B
2
2
ln
.
(4)
 2 p nb yrc ln
Dii
rc
Dyz
The minimum Dyz that can be sustained by two ions
is limited by velocity-scattering collisions and by rotational shear [3]. Diffusion of yz from small-angle scatterings gives sDyz d2  nii ȳ 2 t, and the interaction time
t is set by sDyz dt  lD , giving ȳyDyz  svp ynii d1y3 .
Alternately, shear in the cross-field drift motion of ions
separated by lD may limit the interaction time, giving
ȳyDyz ø s2lD yrc d jfE yr s≠y≠rdfE j.
An estimate for DiiE3B 1 Diiclass with Dyz limited
by collisions is shown by the two dashed lines on
Fig. 4. Since the density enters as lnsn21y2 d, it cannot
be scaled out, and the two dashed curves represent the
density extremes of the data, i.e., n  1 3 106 cm 23
and 4 3 107 cm23 . For these plasmas the shear limitation is generally negligible. The 3’s in Fig. 4 are for
shorter plasmas, suggesting that end effects are not a
dominant source of the discrepancy. To obtain the B
scaling of the long-range transport, we fit all the data to
D 2 Diiclass  anq T 21y2 lnslD yrc d lnsȳyDydBb and obtain b  21.9 6 0.1 and a  s1.0 6 0.2d 3 1024 ,
whereas Eq. (4) would give b  22 and a 
3.67 3 1025 .
For test particle transport, we observed ten times greater
diffusion than predicted by classical theory, but still scaling as B22 , neglecting factors of order lnsBd. Estimates
of E 3 B drift collisions give a factor of 3 enhancement,
but the evaluation along unperturbed orbits is questionable,
and the theory is still being developed. In contrast, theory
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